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INTRODUCTION

In 2012, a partnership between 
causeway museum Service* and 
mInom° developed, aimed at 
facilitating an event that would share 
this practice,  contextualise and 
benchmark it against international 
models and produce a shared 
learning process. Key to the concept 
was a commitment to engage with 
robust and innovative evaluation 
methods which would both capture 
the outcomes of the event and enable 
participants to engage in a reflective 
learning process that would engender 
long term capacity growth. 

Heritage practice in contested 
Spaces was based in the roe valley 
Arts and cultural centre over four 
days in September 2013 and looked 
at diverse practice, places and case 
studies across the region, often in the 

context of eu-funded peAceIII work 
which had taken place, addressing 
both the legacy of past conflict and 
the societal problems which continue 
to pose a threat.

Funding to support the programme 
was secured from northern Ireland 
community relations council and 
north east peAce III partnership. 
the generosity of the funders meant 
that no charge was made for any of 
the programme.

the programme attracted participants 
from a wide range of areas, from 
community to government, who 
involved themselves in many different 
ways. A particularly valuable element 
was the engagement of experienced 
practitioners from outside northern 
Ireland – from the uSA, the 

netherlands, portugal, France and 
the republic of Ireland - whose 
knowledge and critical, but friendly, 
assessment both validated and 
contextualised the work presented. 

What was apparent from the 
beginning and throughout and crucial 
to the success of the event, was that 
there was a huge amount of wisdom, 
passion, energy and respect in the 
room, from the people who stayed 
all four days, and from those who 
were only able to attend a single 
session. every day was long, packed 
and challenging. there was genuine 
excitement and enthusiasm and many 
people came to express the opinion 
that they were involved in something 
of genuine importance which had 
real relevance beyond the immediate 
region.  

From quite early in the process, the 
organisers realised that they faced 

a major challenge in finding ways of 
meeting the demands that the process 
continue. An informal community 
of practice has already emerged 
across the different sectors and there 
is an expectation that the process 
will develop more formally and will 
position the ethos and learning in 
broader and international contexts.  

those involved in the organisation are 
genuinely grateful to everyone who 
came along or hosted the group, for 
their openness and the generosity 
of contributions, which were both 
inspiring and humbling.  We also 
hope that the deliberate emphasis on 
practice and the relevance of working 
outside the academy in developing 
valid and useful theory was justified 
by the feeling of shared and collegiate 
success articulated by paticipants, 
whatever their background.     

° MINOM – an affiliate of UNESCO International Council of Museums, established in 1988 to promote socially 
responsive ‘new museology’ with a particular emphasis on the democratisation of community participation.

* Causeway Museum Service is an innovative partnership established in 1996 by four local authorities - Coleraine, 
Limavady, Ballymoney and Moyle,.to develop and deliver museum services across the region.

There has been international interest for some time in the 
models of practice developed in the Causeway region, aimed 
at using museums and heritage as key resources for developing 
communities and building a shared future.

 causeway museum Service and mInom october 2013
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Ireland, the north of Ireland and the 
causeway region are all distinctive 
and possessing of strong, complex 
and overlapping identities which 
while being ‘local’ also relate to and 
connect with Great Britain, europe, 
the Atlantic region and experiences 
shared around the world. the 
causeway region perches on the 
western fringe of europe and can 
sometimes be seen as parochial and 
self-referential, closer acquaintance 
reveals a long history of connection  
and engagement with wider worlds.  
While frequently perceived, and even 
self-describing as, an area of relative 
peace and prosperity, not far beneath 
the surface lies a history violence 
and pain which matches elsewhere in 
northern Ireland.  pockets of severe 
economic and social deprivation 
also blot the lives of many living in 
the area. on-going sectarianism 
exists alongside international tourism 
destinations, education centres and a 
tradition of good neighbourliness. 

the causeway museum Service 
was founded in 1996 by four 
local authorities with museum 
collections, to develop and deliver 
museum services. causeway 
museum Service has used the lack 
of full-time conventional museum 
buildings in which to house and 
display collections to an advantage.  
Administratively based in the 
largest local government authority 
of the area, museum operations 
are increasingly mainstreamed with 
the overall objectives aligned to 
the wider corporate objectives to 
serve and improve the lives of the 
people.  rather than permanent 
displays being the main consumer 
of resource, the emphasis is 
on programming access to the 
collections, outreach and community 
engagement, with an energy and 
intensity that has astonished 
outsiders more used to conventional 
local museum practice. museum 
work in and with communities, 

Heritage Practice in Contested Spaces did not emerge in a 
vacuum, or accidently in the region in which it took place.  All 
the key organisations and people involved have been working 
towards the identified aims and will continue to do so out of 

a genuine commitment which goes beyond the institutional. 

BACKGROUNDINTRODUCTION

BBc Film Archive
Ballintoy Archaeology and Historical 
Society
Ballymoney Borough council
Ballysally Focus on Family
Belfast city council - culture, Arts and 
tourism unit
Belfast city council - ulster Hall
cavan county museum
causeway museum Service
coleraine Borough council - coleraine 
museum
coleraine ulster Scots resource centre
consultant archaeologist
consultant heritage interpretation and 
research
dept of culture, Arts & Leisure
Fermanagh district council
Foyle civic trust
Grand orange Lodge of Ireland - reach 
project
Holywell trust
IrFu ulster Branch
Limavady Borough council 
Limavady Borough council - Limavady 
museum
milford House museum
mid Antrim museums Service

mInom
monaghan county council
moyle district council
national museums nI
national trust
north east peAce III partnership Board
northern Ireland community relations 
council
northern Ireland Screen
northern Ireland museums professional 
network
Quarto Heritage consultants
Queens university;
School of Geography, Archaeology and 
palaeoecology
Queens university;
School of planning, Architecture and civil 
engineering  
reinwardt Academy Amsterdam
titanic Belfast
university of coimbra
university of minnesota
university of ulster;
centre for maritime Studies
university of ulste;
School of english and History
university of ulster;
School of environmental Sciences

ORGANISATIONS REPRESENTED
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BACKGROUND

PROjECTS THE KEY PERSONNEL HAVE wORKED 
ON PREVIOUSLY 

1 Irish museums Association training Workshop on community 
 engagement 2005
2 public Achievement ‘From Spectator to co-curator’ 2006
3 causeway museum Service 1613- 2013 programme 2007 - onwards
4 causeway museum Service ‘engaging your communities’ Seminar 2009
5 www.niarchive.org development and operations 2009 - onwards
6 causeway museum Service and mid Antrim museums Service north east 
 peAceIII cultural connections 2009 - 2011 and cultural Fusions 
 2009 - 2013

KEY PERSONNEL
prof. ross. r. veLure roholt project  2 
p. dos Santos projects 1, 2
r. Heslip projects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
H. perry projects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
G. reid projects 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
dr c. Breen projects 3, 6
prof A Horning projects 3, 6
nick Brannon projects 3, 6

rather than being discretionary or a 
support mechanism for collecting 
or exhibitions, becomes the 
major rationale and driver for the 
organisation’s strategic direction, 
complicated and strengthened by 
the need to work across three, and 
sometimes four, local authorities, 
each of which in turn represents a 
degree of diversity.  

In apparent contrast, mInom has 
largely existed in the international, 
portuguese-speaking contexts, where 
it firstly articulated the Latin concepts 
of new-museolgy before repositioning 
these as ‘socio-museology’, a word 
which hardly exists in the Anglophone 
world. Like all organisations, 
however, mInom undergoes iterative 
processes of change, seeking and 
evaluating other modes of working, 
acknowledging the value of each 
and attempting to create an additive 
rather than oppositional process.    

The final, crucial element which both 
these partners were determined to 
make central to the process, was an 
examination of the local in terms of 
the international and vice versa. As 
well as practice in northern Ireland 
having much to offer, there is a 
tendency to see issues in terms of 

exception, rather than connecting to 
wider experience of historical trends 
such as colonialism or the growth of 
culturally deterministic nation states. 

personal connections, discussions 
and mutual respect have built 
advantageous professional links 
across a range of stakeholders 
included on the programme, without 
which Heritage practice in contested 
Spaces could not have happened in 
the form it did.  

Key right from the planning stage 
was the engagement of prof. ross 
veLure roholt from the university 
of minnesota.  the university has 
been involved in northern Ireland 
since shortly after the Good Friday 
Agreement principally relating 
to youth work, but this has also 
involved heritage practice and a 
series of engagements with the Irish 
museums Association. prof. roholt 
lived in northern Ireland, worked 
with several of the organisers of this 
event, including leading on a major 
evaluation of the ground-breaking 
‘Conflict: the Irish at War’ exhibition  
at the ulster museum which was 
perhaps the most substantive 
museum response to the post-
conflict situation. Co-author with 

prof. mike Baizerman of a recent 
volume on evaluation of practice in 
contested spaces, Roholt’s specific 
expertise, as well as his outstanding 
skill in unobtrusive and democratic 
facilitation, was one of the corner 
stones round which planning was 

constructed.  In practice, this meant a 
determination that evaluation 
(ie learning and the identification of 
change) was integral to the whole 
process rather than being simply a 
summation to be added in at the end.  
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DAY 1 
23RD SEPTEMBER

INTRODUCTION TO HERITAGE PRACTICE IN 
CONTESTED SPACES
Helen perry    causeway museum Service

INTRODUCTION TO THE IDEAS MARKET
robert Heslip    mInom Board

LEARNING TO LEARN: Evaluation Methodologies
prof. ross. r. veLure roholt  university of minnesota

ExPERT VERSUS COMMUNITY: ‘wHOSE VOICE IS IT?’
dr max Hope   university of ulster 
Gemma reid    university of ulster 
REFLECTIONS ON HERITAGE PRACTICES
paula dos Santos mInom, reinwardt Academy
Full transcripts of the sessions are available www.nirachive.org/HPICS

wHAT wE ACHEIVED
Participants were briefed on:
•  What and why CMS were organising this seminar
•  MINOM and its aims
•  Ideas market – a way of show-casing wider experience in the room 

Participants explored and considered:
•  What is evaluation?
•  How to work in contested spaces 
•  Where evaluation is missing or taken for granted
•  Key elements – safety, neutrality and credibility 
•  The evaluator needs to be engaged, participant and aware

Participants discussed:  
Participants working together came up with a series of key points to inform 
practice, some of which came out of the social, political and administrative context 
in which they worked, others from the demands of funders which tended to be 
considered burdens and impositions.

‘you must be able to dance if you are 
to heal people’

‘you must be able to dance if you are 
to heal people’
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Main image: Prof Ross R. VeLure Roholt, RVACC; All other images: Participants during workshop sessions RVACC



DAY 1 
23RD SEPTEMBER

Evaluation with Ross:
•  Funders’ requirements  for evaluation which tend to be quantitative rather 
 than qualitative
•  Evaluation should be about taking projects forward not an end in itself -
 picking up on Ross’s points on the purposes of evaluation
•  How is evaluation done when stories are contested?
•  Ideas behind communities of practice

‘Who is the expert?’ with Max and Gemma:
Presenting the research project and work carried out by  the University of Ulster’s 
team on the Scottish island of Colonsay,  Max and Gemma identified a number of 
issues which included:
•  Who is the expert, who makes the decisions?
•  How can you do this work in contested spaces?
•  The community of practice model developing out of project experience 

Following on from these sessions everyone developed and agreed terms of reference 
which were framed as ‘touchstones’*

•  RESPECT  •  PARTICIPATION  •  EXPERTISE  •  DOES THE WORK DO GOOD

* A touchstone is a piece of rock where samples of precious metal were scratched. 
The colour of the scratch revealed whether the sample was good gold or fake.

Coming towards the end of busy, challenging and reflective day, Paula brought fresh 
energy into the room with very personal and engaged descriptions of international 
examples of communities of practice and the need for both passion and respect.

EVENTS
•  Official launch by Mayor of Limavady Cllr G. Mullan
• 1613 and all that tour of Coleraine by Sally Cupples Ballysally Focus on Family
• Official launch of Coleraine 400 exhibition by Mayor of Coleraine Cllr D. Harding

‘who’s voice don’t we have’‘who’s voice don’t we have’

14 15
Main Image: Mayor of Limavady Cllr Gerry Mullan. Images top to bottom: Ald Jack Rankin North East PEACEIII Board Representative; 
Dr Max Hope University of Ulster; Coleraine town tour by Ballysally Focus on Family ‘1613 and all that’ project; Launch of ‘Coleraine 400’ 
exhibition, Coleraine Town Hall; Participants at ‘Coleraine 400’ exhibition.



DAY 2 
24TH SEPTEMBER

COLONIALISM AND CONFLICT 
prof. pedro Leite  university of coimbra
dr colin Breen  university of ulster, centre for maritime Studies

PROjECT OF PLANTATION TOUR
nick Brannon  Archaeologist + chair of the Society for 
 post-medieval Archaeology
John Hamilton  causeway museum Service

COLONIALISM & CONFLICT REFLECTIONS ON PRACTICE 
AT BALLINTOY
prof. Audrey Horning   Queen’s university
Gemma reid   university of ulster 
robert corbett   Ballintoy Archaeology and Historical Society 
John Hamilton   causeway museum Service 
Full transcripts of the sessions are available www.nirachive.org/HPICS

wHAT wE ACHEIVED
Participants were briefed on: 
Crucial to developing appropriate  heritage practice dealing with contested 
histories of the Plantation is to consider  experience in other places.  Pedro Leite 
from MINOM set the day up by sharing with participants his experience and 
heritage practice building  peace  in Mozambique.

Participants explored and considered with Pedro: 
•  European colonisation, particularly by the Portuguese
• the history of Mozambique post independence and key issues such as:
 •  the legacy of traumatised child soldiers 
 •  the role of memory with an approach that looks for better ways to use   
 narratives and ideologies to highlight commonality and continuity. Can we  
 use the past to build the present or do we use the present to build the past?

Participants explored and considered with Colin: 
Participants were encouraged to link what they had learnt from Pedro back to 
Northern Ireland and to consider the cyclical nature of conflict. He also discussed 
markers or evidence which indicated the potential escalation of  conflict. Colin 
presented the historical context of Ulster Plantation in terms of acquisition of 
land, resources - including people and making money,  then drew parallels with 
Mozambique and its experience. The two predominant cultures in Northern Ireland 
are in the process of  reimagining the past and imbedding political narratives into 
their presentation of the past  to make theirs the dominant story. Archaeological 
process and facts can challenge this politicised reconstruction of history.

‘Look at others with their eyes and let others look at me with my eyes’’‘Look at others with their eyes and let others look at me with my eyes’’

16 17
Main image: Nick Brannon with participants at Dunluce Castle on ‘Project of Plantation’ tour. Images from top to bottom: Detail of map of 
East Ulster, c 1595, courtsey of National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, UK; Raven map of County Londonderry courtesy of Lambeth Palace 
Library; Participants during ‘Project of Plantation’ tour at: Dungiven Priory, Movanagher Bawn, Dunluce Castle.



PARTICIPANTS POSED KEY qUESTIONS
How do we learn to better manage conflict and find a way into 
and out of each others narratives.
•  Archaoeological facts can challenge these narratives
•  we need to use the (archaeological) evidence to show diversity and 
 acceptance and to begin to break down barriers

HOw DO STRATEGIES OF MEMORY wORK AND FUNCTION IN 
AFRICA (TRADITIONAL HEALING AND HUMAN RIGHTS COURT)? 
•  Mozambique wanted to be peaceful and rebuild, but victims cannot be 
 forgotten, Victims have to be addressed but society must go on. Too much 
 attachment to the past means we have no space to think about the future.
•  Trying to build the collective memory in Mozambique is challenging it is a 
 multiracial country with many different ethnicities. National identity is complex.

Causeway Museum Service with Nick Brannon then took everyone on the 
Project of Plantation tour developed for PEACEIII Cultural Fusions Project beign 
delivered by Causeway Museum Service in partnership with Mid Antrim Museums 
Service,  to demonstrate the heritage practice being used to challenge 
understandings of the Plantation. 

In Ballintoy following a presentation by Robert Corbett and the Ballintoy History 
and Archaeology Group on their Project of Plantation work with University of Ulster, 
Queens University and Causeway Museum Service, a lively discussion reflected the 
role of the experts and how to work together to share contested histories’. From 
the community the message was very clear –  these ‘experts’ respect our local 
knowledge, these have been ‘experts’ that do and participate with us,  get around 
the table recognising that everyone brings expertise. There is no pedestal.

EVENTS
•  Giants Causeway Visitor Centre tour of the centre with National Trust
•  Welcome by Chair Moyle District Council Cllr Cara McShane

‘Look at others with their eyes and let others look at me with my eyes’‘Look at others with their eyes and let others look at me with my eyes’

DAY 2 
24TH SEPTEMBER

PARTICIPANTS POSED KEY qUESTIONS: 
How do we learn to manage conflict better and find ways in and out of 
each others narratives?

•  Archaeological facts can challenge these narratives
• We need to use archaeological evidence to show diversity, acceptance and 
 to begin breaking down barriers

How do strategies of memory work and function in Africa with approaches 
that include traditional healing and Human Rights Court? 
•  Mozambique wanted to be peaceful and rebuild, but victims cannot be 
 forgotten, victims have to be addressed but society must go on. Too much 
 attachment to the past means we have no space to think about the future.
• Trying to build the collective memory in Mozambique is challenging; it is a 
 multiracial country with many different ethnicities. National identity is    
 complex.

Causeway Museum Service with Nick Brannon then took everyone on the Project of 
Plantation tour developed for PEACEIII Cultural Fusions Project being delivered by 
Causeway Museum Service in partnership with Mid Antrim Museums Service.

In Ballintoy, following a presentation by Robert Corbett and the Ballintoy History
and Archaeology Group on their Project of Plantation work with University of Ulster,
Queens University and Causeway Museum Service, a lively discussion reflected on 
the role of the experts and how to work together to share contested histories. From
the community the message was very clear – these ‘experts’ respect our local
knowledge, these have been ‘experts’ that do and participate with us, get around
the table recognising that everyone brings expertise. There is no pedestal.

EVENTS
• Giant’s Causeway Visitor Centre tour of the centre with National Trust
• Welcome by Chair Moyle District Council Cllr Cara McShane

‘Archaeological process and 
facts can challenge politicised 

reconstruction of history’

‘Archaeological process and 
facts can challenge politicised 

reconstruction of history’

18 19
Main image: Chair of Moyle District Council Cllr Cara McShane with Helen Perry, Gemma Reid, Prof Ross R. VeLure Roholt and Patricia 
Crossley North East PEACEIII Board Representative. Images top to bottom: Giant’s Causeway Visitor Centre tour; Workshop sessions in 
Ballintoy; Ballintoy History and Archaeology Group with participants



DAY 3 
25TH SEPTEMBER

 
 
 
 
 
 

REFLECTIONS ON HERITAGE PRACTICE IN 
CONTESTED SPACES 
prof ross r. veLure roholt
URBAN CONTESTED SPACE: COLERAINE AND MARKET YARD
Helen perry    causeway museum Service
RURAL CONTESTED SPACE: MAGILLIGAN POINT AND 
ST AIDAN’S CHURCH
Bryonie and Gemma reid  Quarto Heritage consultants

ON THE BRINK 1912 – 1913
maria cagney    mid Antrim museums Service
John Hamilton    causeway museum Service
Full transcripts of the sessions are available www.nirachive.org/HPICS

wHAT wE ACHEIVED 
Participants were briefed on with Ross: 
•  The challenges of single identity work 
• Narratives that include violence and criminality
• Can the facilitator be neutral or is it better to be honest about who you are?
• What is the relevance of facilitators to a group?
• The process of interrogating what ‘honesty’ means is a process of reflection  
 and self criticism for the facilitator

Participants were briefed on with Helen: 
•  Participants contributed their first impressions of Coleraine  
• Considered that social deprivation figures and sectarian incidences tell a  
 different story
• The town lacks a community meeting space
• And on site,  the future for the Market Yard at one of the sectarian interfaces 
 in the town 

Participants propsed in response: 
Use the heritage, markets (farmers, crafts), alternative lifestyle festivals, exhibitions, 
heritage festivals, events, performances and concerts. 

20 21
Main image; Coleraine Town Hall after 1992 bombing, courtesy Coleraine Museum. Images top to bottom: Ideas Market money; Ideas Market 
project presentations; Bolivian community textiles; Virtual reimaging the Market Yard Coleraine; Helen Perry with participants at Market Yard 
Coleraine; ‘Place mapping’ at St Aidans Church.



DAY 3
25TH SEPTEMBER

Participants were briefed on with Bryonie and Gemma:
The ‘mapping place’ methodology they were going to undertake at Magilligan 
Point and St Aidan’s Church.  Split into two groups, one group, led  by 
historical guide Richard Gillen, began the process through recording and 
gathering objects at Magilligan Point where the military base intersects with 
the sea, the dunes  and public pathways beside the ferry across to the 
Republic of Ireland -  ‘borders’. The second group, led by historical guide 
Declan O’Deobhlin, began the process through recording and gathering 
objects at  St Aidans Church, an ancient site with a church and graveyard still 
in use.  This group looked at the difference between what is visible now and 
what is the dominant history – ‘snakes and crosses’.

•  Contesting claims on place in Northern Ireland
• Re-visioning contested, conflicted spaces
• Importance of the knowledgeable guide

Back in their groups. participants produced the resulting montages or maps 
of the experiences of the groups which allowed everyone’s perspectives to be 
visualised and where a number of narratives could be built up.

Participants explored with Maria and John: 
The evening session focussed on the methodology used by Causeway Museum 
Service and Mid Antrim Museum Service to explore and contextualise the Home 
Rule Crisis in 1912, as part of their PEACEIII Cultural Fusions Project ‘On the 
Brink’. The importance of local histories to challenge and explore these major 
commemorative dates, using in this instance newspaper archives, connecting 
local secondary school students through their own people and places to the 
national anniversaries that shape our communities.

22 23
Main image: St Aidan’s Church team ‘place mapping’ workshop RVACC. Images top to bottom: Magilligan Point team ‘place mapping’; St 
Aidan’s Church team ‘place mapping’; ‘Place Maps’; St Aidan’s Church; Magilligan Point; Maria Cagney and John Hamilton with participants 
‘On the Brink 1912 - 1913’ workshop.  



DAY 4
28TH SEPTEMBER

‘STITCHING AND UNSTITCHING THE TROUBLES’ 
Helen perry  causeway museum Service
John Hamilton  causeway museum Service

TOwARDS THE MINOM LIMAVADY DECLARATION
robert Heslip and paula dos Santos  mInom
Full transcripts of the sessions are available www.nirachive.org/HPICS

wHAT wE ACHEIVED 
Causeway Museum Service outlined the methodology used to record and 
share local people’s experiences of recent conflict.  This has been based on a 
methodology used throughout the world to record memories of conflict, often 
by women living in or on the margins of conflict. ‘Stitching and Unstitching 
the Troubles’  project as part of North East PEACEIII Cultural Fusions project  
has produced a range of responses through doll making and more complex 
collages depending on the time scale available. However, it is the kind of 
project that will continue to grow as other sessions are delivered. It is an 
accessible, engaging and affordable methodology. Those recording their 
experiences aren’t required to be expert needleworkers, the materials can be 
scraps, it’s the telling of the personal histories that matters.

Participants learnt that this methodology enabled those who found it difficult to 
talk about their experiences a way to begin the process. But they also heard 
that some are not yet ready.  

Whilst they worked on their own dolls to share their own histories, participants 
reflected on their experiences and what they had learnt over the last three 
days. The resulting quilt contains the story telling dolls and 3D objects created 
during this session alongside key responses to the seminar.

The short concluding session with Robert and Paula discussed the draft 
MINOM Limavady Declaration now finalised and as follows on Page 28.

EVENTS
•  Ideas Market. All the projects were popular but the ultimate winner was the 
 Virtual Reimaging of the Market Yard in Coleraine with Sunlea and Base 
 Youth Groups
• North East PEACEIII Cultural Fusions finale River Bann tour

24 25
Main image: Carl telling his story through textiles during the ‘Stitching and Unstitching the Troubles’ session. Images top to bottom: Local 
apillera from SUTTII exhibition; SUTT workshop; One of the story/reflection panels produced in SUTT workshop; Paula and Robert lead 
discussion on Limavady Declaration; On the River Bann tour.



LESSONS LEARNTwE ARE ON A jOURNEY TO

•  Learn how to do this
• To doing meaningful heritage practice in contested spaces is 
 a process of reflection and self criticism for the facilitator

We identified principles:
•  ‘Recognise the expertise in the room’
• ‘Respect everyone’s perspectives’
• ‘Be relevant to the audiences’ 
• ‘look at the others through their eyes, let others look at me with my eyes’ 

We agreed key questions for heritage practice in contested spaces:
•  ‘How do we make evaluation useful?’
• ‘Ask who’s voice isn’t present?’

We acknowledged that:
•  We are unreliable tellers of our own stories
• There are physical, emotional and intellectual responses to heritage 
 practice in contested spaces
• There is a need to provide people with ‘open’ spaces to engage with 
 memories of conflict in memory of conflict
• Heritage practitioners need to acknowledge :
 ‘You are boundary agents’
 ‘Put yourself in the middle and learn to “dance” ‘
 ‘Be honest about who you are’

Participants recorded that the seminar had been:
•  Thought provoking
• Inspirational
• Truly reflective
• Innovative
• Rejuvenating
• A meaningful opportunity to explore and share our experiences

26 27
Main image: Apillera quilt produced by seminar participants during ‘Stitching and Unstitching the Troubles’ Workshop. Images from top to  
bottom: Dierdre telling her story through textiles during the ‘Stitching and Unstitching the Troubles’ session; St Aidan’s Church team’s place 
map; Magilligan Point team’s place map; One of the story/reflection panels produced in SUTT workshop; Discussing evaluation, RVACC.



Part of the MINOM tradition is to formulate a declaration and the 
discussion of different traditions prompted by this was in itself creative 
and informing.  Coming out of the evaluative process and the growing 
confidence of the group, it was decided not to follow the route of 
making a series of statements, but rather to pose questions and 
challenges and these are listed below as the Limavady Declaration. 

LImAvAdy decLArAtIon
26th September 2013

We believe that it is the duty and role of everyone who 
engages with heritage to address the following questions 
and to revisit them as touchstones with which to validate 
their work.

 1.  How do we embody and demonstrate respect to 
 everyone involved with what we do?

 2. How can we make the engagement of participants in 
 transformative experience central to our philosophy 
 and practice?

 3. How do we use, recognise and name all the expertise in 
 the room, in equitable partnership that includes all  
 participants?

4. Above all the other questions, how do we make sure   
 motivation and outcome of our work is to do good with 
 the widest section of society? 

these questions shape and form practices that address, 
acknowledge and celebrate the complexity and diversity of 
human history and experience.  

mInom 2013

LIMAVADY DECLARATION
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Main image: Participants creating their stories during ‘Stitching and Unstitching the Troubles’ workshop, RVACC. Images from top to  bottom: 
Participants discussing the Limavady Declaration; Participants at Ballintoy Archaoeology and History Group’s session; Prof Ross R. VeLure 
Roholt RVACC; www.niarchive/HeritagePracticeInContestedSpaces; St Aidan’s Church team ‘place mapping’.



NExT STEPSNExT STEPS

•  Build a network and community of practice
• Embed the learning in our work
• Present a summary of CMS/MINOM Heritage Practice in Contested  
 Spaces at the Commonwealth Association of Museums Conference 
 Glasgow, May 2014  
• Causeway Museum Service, University of Ulster Centre for Maritime 
 Studies and MINOM plan to provide a two day programme, based on the 
 Heritage Practice in Contested Spaces seminar, after the Commonwealth 
 Association of Museums Conference, May 2014 
• On the Brink 1914 – 1916 is a three year project by the two museum 
 services, Causeway and Mid Antrim, building on the methodologies and 
 outputs of the North East PEACEIII Cultural Fusions ‘On the Brink 1912 - 
 1913’ and ‘Project of Plantation’ as work shopped with participants during 
 the seminar

CONTACT

Causeway Museum Service
Email:  cms@colerainebc.gov.uk
Phone:  +44 (0) 28  7034 7234
www.niarchive.org 

MINOM
www.minom-icom.net
Northern Ireland MINOM reps : 

R. Heslip - email: HeslipR@belfastcity.gov.uk  
G. Reid  - email: contactgemmareid@hotmail.com 
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Main image: ‘On the Brink 1914 - 1916’ flyer. Images from top to bottom: Dierdre telling her story through textiles during the ‘Stitching and 
Unstitching the Troubles’ session; Participants at Magilligan Point; Discussing evaluation, RVACC; One of the story/ reflection panels produced 
in SUTT workshop; Detail of St Aidan’s Church team place map.



LIMAVADY

CONTACT DETAILS
Causeway Museum Service
Email: cms@colerainebc.gov.uk
Tel: +44 28 7034 7234
MINOM - www.minom-icom.net

BELFAST

Images: St Aidan’s Church; Participants with Helen at Market Yard Coleraine; St Aidan’s Church team ‘place mapping’.
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